Ha‘awina o nā Kāhuna Kilo Hoku Hawai‘i:
Lessons of the Hawaiian Astronomers
The end of Makahiki is the time
when this beautiful constellation
of stars will disappear from
Hawaiian night skies. These stars
have many names: scientists now
call them M45; to ancient Greeks
they were Pleiades or the Seven
Na-Huihui-a-Makali`i - Pleiades
Sisters; in Japan, Subaru; and in
old Hawai‘i they were known as Na-Huihui-a-Makali‘i, or the
“cluster of little eyes.” This star group is always seen together.
These and many other stars were much more important to the
kanaka, ordinary citizens, of your ahupua‘a long ago. No bright
city lights hid them from view, so everyone read the stars each
night to know when to do certain activities, like planting specific
crops, fishing one kind of fish but not another, and voyaging.
Most importantly, the stars were part of Ka Wao o Na Kua, the
realm of the gods – Heaven.
HAWAIIAN STAR COMPASS
We can see 2,000 stars, so
how did the kāhuna kilo hoku
know which stars could guide
them? They invented the star
compass on the right.
Can you find directions on this
compass? What are the
Hawaiian names for …
North (N)______________
South (S)______________
West (W)______________
East (E)______________
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How to Be a Hawaiian Astronomer
Pretend you are a kāhuna kilo hoku looking at the stars in a pool
of still water. You will learn nearly 200 stars in your lifetime and
you see these among them:

Since it takes decades to learn all the stars you must know, you
want to make sure this is Na-Huihui-a-Makali‘i. Here’s how you
can check using a ruler to draw lines in the sand (or on paper):

1. connect the left big star to the biggest one on its right, near the
center of the constellation (ignore the 3 little stars for now)
2. then draw one straight line to connect this center star with the 2 big
stars above it to the right
3. connect the top big star to the big star below it, then join that to the
bottom middle star, & finally draw another line up to the center star

If you did it right, your constellation looks like this.
The lines simply help you remember the
basic shape of the constellation. You still
must measure to make sure it is correct –
if not, voyagers could be lost at sea!
Answers these questions about the lines
you drew above (use the Greek star names)
A. How many centimeters is it from Atlas to Alcyone? ______cm.
B. How many centimeters is it from Alcyone toTaygeta? ____cm.
C. Which stars are furthest apart? _________&____________
D. How far is it between these stars? _________________ cm.
E. How do these numbers help you identify Na-Huihui-a-Makali‘i?
_________________________________________________________
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Hawaiian Astronomy Practice
Some constellations look alike. Na-Huihui-a-Makali‘i, or Pleiades,
can be mistaken for the Big Dipper, or Nā Hiku, The 7. Answer
these questions to learn about it, and about the non-moving star,
Hoku Pa‘a (Polaris, or the North Star) which Nā Hiku points to.

1. The line pointing to Hoku Pa‘a is _____cm., centimeters long.
2. If each centimeter is ____ millimeters long, than this line is
____ mm. long.
3. The handle of Nā Hiku is ____ cm. long & the top of the cup is
____ cm. long. The _______ is longer by ___ cm., or ___ mm.
4. If one inch is ____ mm. long, than the top of the handle of Na
Hiku to Polaris is ____ inches, _____ cm., or _____ mm.
5. This is called a right angle.
These are not right angles.
Which constellation has a right angle? ________________
BONUS: Modern science tells us Nā Hiku is 370 light years away. If…
1 light year = 6 trillion miles (5,878,499,562,554 actually)
than how many trillion miles away is it? ________________________
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ANSWER KEY for HAWAIIAN ASTRONOMY

North - Akau
South - Hema

*Online Ruler at: www.vendian.org/mncharity/dir3/paper_rulers/

West - Komohana
East - Hikina
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A. Atlas to Alcyone? 2 cm.
B. Alcyone toTaygeta? 3 cm.
C. Which stars are furthest apart? Altas & Electra
D. How far is it between these stars? 5 cm.
E. The distance from Altas to Alcyone……………..….. 2 cm.
plus Alcyone to Taygeta ………………………………..… + 3 cm.
is nearly equal to between Altas & Electra …. = 5 cm
All ancient astronomers compared distances using their finger or a straw
held still to tell stars apart, travel, and make accurate calendars.
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1. The line pointing to Hoku Pa‘a is 8 cm long.
2. 1 centimeter = 10 millimeters; this line is 80 mm. long
3. The handle of Nā Hiku is 4.75 cm. (1.5 = 1.25 = 1.5) OR 4 cm
if measured as straight line; top of the cup is 3 cm. long.
The handle is longer by 1.75cm/175mm OR 1cm/10mm
4. 1 inch is 25 mm. so handle top to Polaris is 4 5/16th inches,
11 cm., or 110 mm.
5. The Little Dipper has a right angle here:

Bonus: 370 x 6 = 2,220 miles
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